
Rayven is a visual IOT application builder, which enables business users to design and  

deploy powerful IOT applications in the cloud within minutes, without writing a line of 

code.

Deploy whatever you can 
imagine

who we are
We provide expert industrial solutions to businesses. Combining over 4 years of research 

with 2 universities and over 40 years’ manufacturing experience, we have set out to turn 

continuous assessment and improvement of sustainability in manufacturing into a science.

the value
We reduce your energy and resource consumption and cost by combining all of your 

manufacturing data and characterising them as a direct cost of production.

Driving efficiency in manufacturing 

our unique approach
We do this by combining machine-level energy/resource usage data with planning 

information from your ERP, and production output from your SCADA. Wireless meters 

are quickly installed without the need for any factory downtime, and the data feed is live 

within minutes of installation. The easily customizable cloud-based dashboard allows 

quick access anywhere. Powered by our data analytics with over 850 algorithms, factory 

inefficiencies are automatically identified to enable quick decision-making and significant 

savings.

the facts
• We show you real-time 

performance data of your assets.

Machine learning and analytics to 

assist your decision-making & give 

you control.

We identify supply chain weak 

spots and turn them into cost 

saving and revenue generating 

opportunities.

We turn energy from an overhead 

to a direct cost of production & 

identify savings opportunities.

We enable you to proactively 

project costs & profit margins.

Minimal setup time with live data 

streaming in minutes.
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performance at a glance
Our system provides an overview of all factories at an enterprise level and 

visualizes the performances of each factory, enabling management to 

assess the current status such as spare capacity or delays in the supply 

chain and take actions if necessary. The KPIs are customized to your 

needs and are tracked in real time against the set targets. 

your KPIs in one place
Each KPI is updated in real-time and communicated with visual indicators 

so you can quickly understand different aspects of factory performance. 

The easy to use interface is customizable for each person and granular 

information at shift, line, machine or product level are accessible with a 

single click.

$$



production and profit tracking
Modern factories operate on tight schedules, with many different 

processes in operation. FactoryOne’s solution enables factory managers 

to monitor actual production and profitability compared to the set 

targets/budgets and take actions if performance is below expectations. 

The granularity of information allows factory managers to drill down to the 

root cause of the problem to quickly resolve the issue.

health of your machines
Factory uptime is critical for successful operation and no two machines in 

a factory are the same. So it is important to monitor different parameters to 

ensure that the performance of your assets is maintained. The simplicity 

and adaptability of our system allows you to install the sensors that you 

need to monitor downtime, operator safety, etc.



resource requirements
Quite often, different products use the same machines but at different 

levels of energy, resources and for different periods of time. Gathering this 

information has been a challenge. With FactoryOne, granular information 

is gathered to help you identify the most energy and resource intensive 

machines or non-productive assets for a given product so you can make 

rational improvements.

machine portfolio analysis
Machines vary in their consumption of energy, depending on the products 

processed: one may experience high energy intensities whilst others may 

have high idle times. FactoryOne’s granular metering, combined with its 

powerful algorithms enables improvement opportunities to be 

automatically surfaced so actions can be taken. 



Rayven is a visual IOT application builder, which enables business users to design and  

deploy powerful IOT applications in the cloud within minutes, without writing a line of code.

FAQ
• What do I need to do?

Provide access to your assets and 

personnel to assist in connecting our 

meters and IT team for ERP/SCADA 

information.

Do I need to shut down the factory?

No, this is a non-invasive solution with 

no downtime of your factory.

• How long is the set up process?

Most likely a day for meter connection 

and another day for IT configuration.

• How long till results?

We will provide results and 

recommendations in 3 months from 

first live data stream.

• How much does it cost?

Please contact sales@factoryone.io to 

discuss your solution.

Getting started
FactoryOne’s non-invasive solution does not require downtime or changes to the 

daily operation of your factory for simple setup. During the on-boarding stage, we will 

connect our non-invasive meters and start streaming live data from your assets and 

also your ERP/SCADA information to our system, to begin surfacing improvement 

opportunities.

Let’s discuss your objectives
Before we start the work, it is extremely important for us to understand your 

objectives and targets, as no two factories are the same. Our system’s flexibility 

enables us to customize it to meet your personal factory objectives.

What happens next?
We will provide you access to a customised real-time dashboards, powered by our 

state-of-art algorithms, configured to your scorecard system or KPIs which will be 

constantly monitoring, analysing and identifying for you new improvement 

opportunities. 

In addition, after a 3 months-period, once we have built a knowledge base about your 

factory, we will provide a detailed recommendation on what you should change in 

your factory to create the biggest savings.
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